
CEDAR DHX 
CEDAR's budget Series X processors have helped remove noise 
from many people's grasp. Hush, whispers Dave Foister 

E.DAR'S SERIES X has made at quiet 
splash. Facilities that for years had 
dreamed of having their own Cedar 

restoration processors suddenly had that 
option as the price of cleaning up plum- 
meted. With little apparent compromise in 
terms of its capabilities, and few sacrifices 
in control functions. virtually the full 
armoury of Cedar weapons became avail- 
able to a much wider audience. 

Series X comprises three processors for 
the removal of clicks ( I )(:X ). crackles ( CRX t, 

and hiss ( DM). 'Their physical similarity 
shows the design philosophy that has made 
the range possible: they share a common 
board and chassis. with the different func- 
tions determined by firmware and requiring 
slightly differing controls pc k ing thrc nigh the 
same set of holes. The chassis and case are 
certainly not cheap items. lending a reas- 
suringly robust feel and doing a remarkably 
thorough electrical job. Because of the 
nature of what goes on inside its equipment. 
Cedar's attention to EMI problems predates 

ettect as glugging. and generally the I IF is 
seriously compromised and the win de sig- 
nal is modulated. This is not a problem. as 
at this point the unit is seriously overwork- 
ing. The position to look for is the point at 
which twittering gives way to glugging (not 
a terribly technical description. but that's 
how the manual describes it ), as this means 
the hase level of the noise has been identi- 
fied. The next stage is to reduce the attenu- 
ation to nothing. effectively putting the sys- 
tem out of circuit. and then to avance it until 
the required amount of reduction has been 
applied to the hiss. 

The third control is the most subtle. and 
the hardest to describe. pan ly because Cedar 
is understandably cagey about giving away 
too much of the workings of the algorithms. 
it is marked yaety\ct :. and tells the process 
how variable or inconsistent the perceived 
problem is -how noisy the noise is. as Cedar 
puts it. Not surprisingly. the software can do 
a better job of removing noise if it remains 
constant. allowing greater precision and 

the current regulations by some consider- 
able time. and the integrity of these struc- 
tures in this context would be hard to hat. 

CEDAR's approach to the removal of hiss 
has seen. perhaps. more evolution over the 
years than any other of its processes. The 
software has developed in terms of both its 
efficacy. and the way it is operated by the 
user. becoming simpler to set up while get- 
ting better at its job. The full -blown NR3 sys- 
tem still retains the power of fingerprinting 
the noise and adjusting the resulting 
response. hut the stand -alone units will oper- 
ate without such preamble and deal with a 
remarkable range of noise characters in real 
time with minimal user intervention. 

The DUX has only three adjustable con- 
trols. and. although they interact heavily. 
there is a simple and logical process for help- 
ing the unit identify and remove the noise. 
As with most CEDAR processes, this is a cru- 
cial point: the software does the hulk of the 
work. with the user helping to point the way 
rather than telling it exactly what 
to do. The most critical control 
is called LEVEL. and allows you 
to find the crossover point at 
which the unwanted noise can 
be eliminated. This is adjusted 
while the second control. called 
xrrr\r :Crto \. is at its most 
extreme. and results in some very odd 
sounds indeed. As the 'threshold' of the noise 
is reached a twittering is heard. caused by 
the presence of low -level wanted signals 
around the noise floor. and as the a :vt i con- 
trol is advanced further more serious side - 
effects appear. CEDAR describes the main 

more of tc, u\e reduction without side - 
effects. If the noise is less constant the 
process must not he allowed to he so aggres- 
sive as it will inevitably affect wanted sig- 
nals. High values of Variance therefore make 
the Level setting considerably less critical 
and help when a fast setup is required, but 
if the nature of the noise allows lower set- 
tings to he used then the final processing 
will he better optimised. 

In the short time I had the DHX I was 
lucky(!) enough to he faced with a DAT of a 
live concert recording that was unusually 
noisy as it had been recorded about 30dB 
below full scale by mistake. As somebody 
wanted an extract put on CI) something had 
to he done. and the DHX was the obvious 
solution. All the parameters carte into play 
to remove the noise: if 1 asked t(x) much of 
it the atmos between items could be heard 
faintly twittering at high playback levels. so. 
although the musical items sounded pris- 
tine. I had to exercise a little more caution. 

A brief twiddle of the VARIANCE 

and ir'i:i. interaction pro- 
duced the required result: a 
clean signal that could have 
its gain cranked up as neces- 
sary without anybody know- 
ing there had ever been any- 
thing wrong. 

Armed with an upgrade to version 1.02 
software-introduced to cope better with the 
high amplitude transients of dance and rock 
music -the DI IX follows in the Cedar tradi- 
tion to provide an uncanny means of doing 
the apparently impossible. The difference is 
that now you might be able to aft( )rd it. IN 
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< interfaces. The configuration of the sys- 
tem is controlled via RS232 -RS485 interfaces 
and external PCs or controllers.The 
CDQPRIMA 2MUX -M supports point-to- 
point and multipoint connections for dis - 
tribution, satellite backup, DAB, and other 
complex systems. The 4U unit can transmit 
up to five stereo or 10 mono programs com- 
plete with additional data signals. 
CCS, Germany.Tel: +49 8 I 1 55160. 

AKG modular pencil 
Similar in presentation ti) AKG's C7 -4- pen- 
cil mic, the Discreet Acoustics Mkt is a mod- 
ular system with five capsules 
and six installation miss- -five 
goosenecks and one hanging 
module -that can be used in 
any combination. A phantom - 
powered LED ring confirms cor- 
rect connection or can indicate 
stir activity status. 
AKG,Austria. 
Tel: +43 1 866 540. 

Renkus Heinz total 
concept 
Renkus Heinz Total System 
Concept (TSC), as the name 
suggests provides a complete 
package of complementary 
loudspeakers, controllers and 
supplementary equipment for 
touring and larger installation 
applications. The enclosures 
use proprietary CoEntrant 
Waveguide Technology, de- 
signed to provide a true broad- 
band point source, time 
aligned, with a precisely con- 
trolled and predictable disper- 
sion pattern. All the enclosures 
share identical compact dimen- 
sions, and boast excellent res- 
olution. clarity and efficiency. 
Renkus Heinz, US. 
Tel: +I 714 250 0166. 

A string of Pearls 
Pearl Microphone Laboratory has three new 
models: the CC 22. TL 44 and DS 60 
mics.The TL44 revamps the older 114 
model, but still maintains the original polar 
pattern switching flexibility of the original. 
The CC22 aims to offer a completely hon- 
est flat frequency response and very low 
noise. Meanwhile the DS 60 is a multipat- 
tern microphone with four cardioid outputs, 
90' apart from each other.Pearl also has a 
microphone for fixed installation applica- 
tions. The PA 58 has been developed to 
replace the old PA 54. The difference is a 
smaller microphone head at a 25cm goose- 
neck. Moreover. the frequency response is 
markedly flattened in the frequency band 
3kHz -8kHz while the updated PA 58 has its 
electronics powered by I 5V to 48V 
phantom power. 
Pearl,Sweden.TeI:+46 42 58810. 
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